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ABSTRACT
The Study Area, centred at NGR ST 4776 7098, currently consists of several different zones,
which when combined formed the holdings of the former Nailsea Glassworks, established in
1788 and operating until 1873. The maximum extent of the Study Area has been based on the
annotated plan of 1870 [BRO (Sturges) 37959/22].
There is a large standing building on the extreme western edge of the area. Adjacent is the
major excavated site of the “New House Cone”(which is severely overgrown, at the time of
writing). A very large part of the original manufacturing site has recently had a new
supermarket and its associated car parks and access roads imposed upon it. There was a large
area to the north of the main part of the site which was also within the ownership of the
glassworks, but which was separated from it by the present High Street. This was partly glass
workers’housing, but the 1870 plan identifies it as “Colliery”.
In addition there is a significant amount of the former glass-workers’housing extant, though
not in an original condition, and most of the study area had already been given over to housing
development, mainly in the latter part of the twentieth century.
The whole complex was, in its heyday, considered to be one of the four major British
glassworks. In addition to the utilitarian window and bottle manufactory there is a tradition of
ornamental glass manufacture to which the generic title “Nailsea Glass” has been given,
although this is the subject of some debate.
The study, generously sponsored by Tesco Stores, Limited, has been undertaken as part of an
overall review of the history and archaeology of the whole site.

Disclaimer
Although Avon Archaeological Unit and the author take all professional care to ensure the
completeness and accuracy of this study, no responsibility can be accepted for the omission of
any fact or opinion, however caused.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1
Nailsea sits approximately 12 km WSW of Bristol, in the administrative area of North
Somerset - (Figure 1.1, below.) The inset shows the location of the main map and also the
location of extant glass cones in the UK, as well as Dumbarton and St Helens. Both these latter
locations feature in the study
1.2
It appears that the maximum extent of the glassworks holding was that shown on the
plan of 1870, from the BRO, see Figure 1.10 below. Therefore, for the purposes of this study
this has been taken as the boundary of the study area. This boundary has been superimposed on
maps and plans as appropriate. This plan, with its accompanying schedule, and the plan from
the 1830s are reproduced by courtesy of the BRO.

Figure 1.1: Location Map

Study Area Location
Main Map: Original Scale 1: 25,000
(From OS “Explorer”Series, Sheet 154, 1998)
© Crown Copyright Reserved.
UK map not to scale
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Figure 1.2: Site Centred Map (Not to scale, but based on a 1:1500 OS original.)

1.3

The Study Area has been taken as all that land outlined on the 1870 plan as being in the
ownership of the glassworks at that time and covers approximately 5½ ha. The NGR
for the centre of the Study Area is at approximately ST 4776 7098. (See Figure 1.2,
above.) The 1870 plan is reproduced as Figure 1.10, below.

1.4

The Study has been undertaken as part of a larger project sponsored by Tesco Stores,
Ltd. to consider the technical, economic, and social impact of the glassworks as well as
considering its archaeology and history.
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2.


METHODOLOGY
Desk-top Study

2.1
Searches were made of all indices of information held by the Bristol and Somerset
Record Offices, and the information held by the North Somerset County Sites and Monuments
Record and the National Monuments Record. Indices and collections were also consulted
and/or viewed at Bristol City Museum, Bristol Central Reference Library, Broadfield House
Glass Museum, Kingswinford, the North Somerset Museum, Weston-super-Mare, and Nailsea
Library.
2.2
All information was collated, summarised and presented in the study below. All
photocopies, Mss copies and notes, including photographs, are preserved in the project archive
to be stored at the North Somerset Museum, Weston-super-Mare. A full list of documents and
sources consulted can be found in Section 10, Bibliography and References, below.


Aerial Photograph Survey

2.3
A search was commissioned from the NMR at Swindon for aerial photographs covering
a one-kilometre square centred on the Study Area. All frames were examined, for significant
indications of subsurface archaeology, both on and immediately adjacent to the Study Area.
2.4
It seems significant that there is apparently no reference to post-medieval glassworks in
the English Heritage Monuments Protection Programme Monument Class Description, at least
from a recent search of the internet.
3.

SITE VISITS

3.1
Site visits were made by the writer on 18th July and 5th August 2002 when the
accompanying photographs were taken, on a standard 35mm SLR camera. A representative
selection can be seen in Section 11, below and all the frames are in the Project Archive.
3.2
The site visits concentrated on obtaining photographs of as much of the Study Area as
possible, although the amount of vegetation over the site of the New House Cone severely
restricted access and what could be seen and photographed.
4.

GEOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY AND CURRENT USE

4.1
The Study Area lies on the Nailsea Syncline at the junction between the Upper and
Lower & Middle Coal Series. [Map - Geological Survey of Great Britain, 1968]. Green
[British Regional Geology - Bristol and Gloucester region, Table 1,1992] defines the System as
“Carboniferous”, and the Series as “Westphalian and Stephanian”. The Lower & Middle
Series, consisting mainly of shale, lie to the north and east of the Upper Series, which are
mainly sandstone, known locally as “Pennant”. The coal seams are more frequent in the Lower
& Middle Series, and range in thickness from 3 ft. 6 in. (1.1m) to 9 in. (.2m).
4.2
Green (Ibid., p48) states that “The Coal Measures of the Nailsea Syncline, though
forming a structurally distinct domain, are in geological continuity beneath the Mesozoic cover
with the Somerset Coalfield to the south and south-east.”
4.3
Describing the Nailsea Syncline, Green (Ibid., p60) says that “Coal workings here were
abandoned between 1880 and 1890 because of heavily watered measures and the inferior
quality of the coal… ”, although earlier (p51-2) he has described the coals as “essentially
bituminous, the majority of them having strong coking properties. During recent times over
40% of the output of the Bristol-Somerset area was used by the gas industry. A factor that
greatly contributed to the safety and ease of working in both coalfields [Bristol-Somerset and
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the Forest of Dean] was the almost complete absence of firedamp in the mines and, with a few
exceptions, naked light working was possible.”
4.4
The Geological Survey map shows that a fault line runs through approximately twothirds of the Study Area from beyond the north-east corner towards the south-west. It also
shows a “Pit or mine shaft, abandoned”immediately on the southern boundary, still marked
principally by the remains of its engine house, and another in the northern portion of the Study
Area. In this connection, two further old mine shafts have been identified in the course of a
geological survey carried out by consultants about 1995, pre-supermarket development. As far
as is known, these were not positively located, but one lay about 45m east of the centre of the
Old House Cone, and the other was about 21m to the north-north-west of the same cone.
4.5
The height of the Study Area varies from just over 25m AOD in the north to 33m AOD
in the south. It therefore slopes down gently from south to north and is virtually level from
west to east. It is divided south-west to north-east by the present High Street, which is on the
line of the original road from Nailsea to Bristol, and was bounded on the east by the road from
the High Street to Backwell, which lies south of Nailsea. The line of this road still exists in
residential development, but its modern equivalent is now some 50m further east until it rejoins
its original alignment at the south-east corner of the Study Area. The northern limit lies on
Southfield Road, which is shown as “The Drove”on an earlier map. The south-western edge of
the glassworking area lies against ‘The Royal Oak’public house. As well as fronting on to the
High Street there was also an access road (now known as “Brockway”) to the south, that ran
almost parallel to the High Street.
4.6
From the Schedule of Quantities attached to the Sturge plan of 1870 (BRO 37959/22)
the Study Area extended for just under 13½ acres (about 5½ ha) - see Table 1.1, below. (The
Numbers refer to those on the plan.)
Table 1.1 - Land Use areas (1870)
Numbers

a

r

p

1 to 76

Works and cottages

6

1

29

77

House, Lawn, Drive, etc

0

3

10

78

Paddock

2

1

4

79

Garden

0

2

0

80

Colliery, etc

3

1

34

Total

13

1

37

Note: a =acres, r = roods (4 to an acre), p = perches (40 to a rood).

1 acre = 4840 sq. yards

1 hectare = 10,000 sq. m. = 2.47 acres approximately.

4.7
This agrees very closely with measurements off a modern map to which the site
boundary has been transferred (0.6% difference).
4.8
From this, it has been determined that approximately 68% of the study area is now
covered by residential development and its immediate environs. 23% is now covered by a
newly built supermarket and its associated car parking and access, and the remaining 9%
includes the excavated area of the 19th century “New House Cone”, together with one of the
original buildings (which has most recently seen service as a garage workshop). (See Figure
1.2, above.)
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5.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Literary and Pictorial Evidence
5.1
The Study Area lies in the Parish of Nailsea. Nailsea does not appear in Domesday
(1086) because originally it lay in the Manor of Wraxall in the Hundred of Portbury.
According to Thorn and Thorn’s edition of the Domesday Book, (5,40) in translation, “The
Bishop [of Coutances] holds Wraxall himself. Aelfric held it before 1066;it paid tax for 20
hides. land for 26 ploughs. In lordship 1 plough;2 slaves;7½ hides 34 villagers and 36
smallholders with 25 ploughs & 8½ hides 2 mills which pay 12s 6d; meadow, 150 acres;
woodlands , as much pasture, 2 leagues long and 7 furlongs wide 2 cobs;2 unbroken mares;24
cattle;19 pigs;100 sheep, less 4

The value was and is £15.
A man-at-arms holds 4½ hides of this manor’s land from the Bishop;he has 2 ploughs there
with
3 villagers and 4 smallholders. 70 sheep
The value was and is 50s.
To this manor has been added 1 hide which a thane held before 1066
Land for 1 plough
Value 10s.”
This latter holding has apparently long been regarded locally as referring to Nailsea.
5.2
The derivation of “Nailsea” is given in Mills, A D, A Dictionary of English PlaceNames, 1996, as “Island, or dry ground in marsh, of a man called *Nægel”, although this latter
part may be disputed, as the * indicates that it is a “postulated or hypothetical”form. Mills says
of these forms, “… although there may be good evidence for their assumed existence in the
early languages in question, they are either not recorded in independent use or are only found in
use at a later date.” (Ibid., p.ix) He gives the earliest usage as “Nailsi 1196.” Margaret
Thomas, in “The Book of Nailsea”, 1984, p.13, states that, “The first part of the name Naegel
means nail, but also pin or thorn and possibly refers to the shape of the island. The supposed
reference to a Viking chieftain called Nigel is mythical.”
5.3
In BRO AC/E 16, under Wraxall, there is a record of a lease dated 20th August 1789 to
John Robert Lucas for a number of parcels, quoting three lives, John Robert Lucas, Jonathan
Nash and John Lucas, aged respectively 34, 11 and 6. The parcels were quoted as 14 –
Wilderness, 15 – Lane Close, 16 – Holbrooks Acre, 17 – Holbrook, and 18, 19, 20 – The
Grove, and others. There are no leases to Lucas recorded under Nailsea in this document.
5.4
It would appear that Lucas was acquiring further land interests in Nailsea in December
1789, 1790 and 1791. (SRO DD/SB 11/6, 11/7 and 14/1.)
5.5
The Bristol Gazette, dated 6th May 1790 records, “Fire at the new glass house … burnt
part of the roof … other parts of the buildings belonging to both crown glasshouses were
preserved. (Nailsea Library Local History Collection)
5.6
Collinson, 1791, (Vol. III, p162) says that, “The parish is situated to the west of Flax
Bourton, and to the south-west from Wraxall, in a deep and miry country, in some parts
(particularly that part called Nailsea-Heath, which has the appearance of a disused and
neglected forest) thickly tufted with timber, trees, holly and common briar. The soil abounds
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with coal, of which there are four pits within the precincts of this parish;the coal is of that sort
which burns into white ash, and being quick of kindling, affords excellent fuel. A manufacture
of crown plate glass has lately been established here by Mr John Robert Lucas, of Bristol, at
which a great number of hands are employed, and a range of houses, forming as it were a small
colony, is erected for the habitation of the workmen and their families.
The village of Nailsea, comprising the parish church, lies westward on the skirts of a large
moor, to which it gives its name.”
5.7
Rutter, 1829, pps. 23-24, describes Nailsea as “a considerable village on the southwestern edge of what was once an extensive moor, to which it gave its name. … THE HEATH is
to the eastward of the village, and was lately an extensive tract of rough land, thickly covered
with timber and underwood, with the appearance of having formerly been a forest or chace
[sic]: but it has been since enclosed and brought into cultivation. This tract, originally to all
appearances poor and worthless, is extremely valuable in consequence of a bed of excellent
coal which is found underneath its whole extent, and is worked in several places by shafts or
pits, varying from fifty to seventy fathoms, and in some instances has been worked
underground to the distance of a quarter of a mile from the main shaft.
The firm of Lucas & Co, Bristol, have increased the importance and population of this district
by the establishment of an extensive manufactory for crown glass;and the buildings associated
with it are inhabited by a numerous colony of persons in their employ, forming a distinct
village of considerable extent.”

Figure 1.3: Child’s, or Limekiln, Glasshouse on River Bank near Hotwells Road –1821

5.8
The Victoria County History of Somerset, (Vol. II, p431) under ‘Industries’confirms
1788 as the year in which Lucas founded his glassworks, and gives some further information on
the glassworks, but without any other significant reference to Nailsea.
5.9
Aston and Iles, in The Archaeology of Avon, 1987, p.138, note the medieval pulpit at
Nailsea church, Holy Trinity. The centre of the settlement has presumably moved with time as
the church, which sits on a high point of the Nailsea “island”, is now about 1.2 km from the
present centre.
5.10 Samuel Jackson’s watercolour of c.1825, (reproduced in The Bristol Landscape,
Greenacre, F and Stoddard S, 1988, p.33) looking almost due west across the Floating Harbour
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from just north-west of the “New Jail”, shows the glass cone originally owned by J R Lucas at
Limekiln Dock. Another view (Figure 1.3) is shown on the small engraving from BCL
(Reference: Bristol Pictorial Survey 2650/L66.6).
5.11 In NS SMR 2397 Folder E is a transcript of SRO DD/SB (Box) 11/3, a letter dated July
20 1826, from John R Lucas at Backwell Hill, to Isaac Cooke, Esq., Bristol, (Lucas’solicitor).
It reads:
“Dear Sir,
The piece of land which I have sold to Lucas Coathupe & Co. to build a glasshouse upon, contains 3
roods & 4 perch and is part of two different holdings - one part is part of the Tramroad, which I bought
of the proprietor of the Taunton Canal Comy;the other part belongs to an allotment of 8 acres given to
me for an other [?] called Ballas or Brookmans is part of the Estate Mortgaged to Mr George Daubeny,
but all the allotment except this piece was sold previously to the mortgage and was not of course
included in that mortgage. The only allotment included in that mortgage was No 154, 155 & 156 contg
together 7A 1R 26P and lies to the West of Ballas allotment, a road separating them.
I am,
Dear Sir
Yours truly

John R. Lucas”
5.12 In SRO DD/SB 11/6 there is an Abstract of Title dated 26th January 1825, by which
Lucas purchases the above-mentioned land from the proprietors of the Bridgwater and Taunton
Canal for £79-15 shillings. It states that the remainder had been allocated to him by the
Commissioners of the Wraxall Nailsea and Bourton Inclosure Act.
5.13 There is an undated plan (SRO DD/SB 16/3) which would appear to relate to this
transfer that shows the New House Cone as “New Glass Works”as well as the then western
edge of the “Old Glass Works”. [From this plan it is evident that (as is inferred on the 1830s
plan) the western boundary was not then as far west as it later becomes (e.g. 1840). On the
western side of the boundary it states, “Garden Belonging to Saml. Knight”. The 1814 plan
shows all the western area as held by J R Lucas (freehold).] These parcels may also be
identified on the 1813 Enclosure map B (SRO Q/Rde/129). It would appear that the right of
way for the canal route had been established, and indeed purchased, but it would seem that the
canal was never excavated through Nailsea, although in the BRO [37959 (46) g], Wraxall and
Nailsea Inclosure Plans and Scheme (c1814), there are two properties in North Street described
as “Adj. Canal”. It is possible that the canal company may have intended a tram road to make
the connection to the main canal, which was apparently intended to connect the Avon to
Taunton and beyond, at some point further west.1 Indeed, in SRO DD/SB 12/3 there is an
indenture dated 1st May 1820 leasing some land in Nailsea, [believed to be to the west of the
glassworks] which is “... bounded on the south-westward side thereof by the Bristol and
Taunton Canal Company and which is intended for a tram road....”
5.14 It is at the time of writing purely speculative, but in view of the extensive holdings that
Lucas can be shown to have had in Nailsea it is wondered if the proposed canal plus a “greenfield”site were further incentives to build the glassworks where he did. The commonly given
sole reason is the presence of the easily-worked coalfield. However, it is apparent from the
extant documents that Lucas was getting further involved in property in Nailsea at least as early
as December 1789 (SRO DD/SB 11/7). Some dealings were freehold, others leasehold.
1

Pullan, J M, The Canal That Never Was, in Around and About, NDLHS, 1984, pps 9-11
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Furthermore, although it appears that the relevant Act of Incorporation for the Canal was not
until 1812 (SRO DD/SB 11/3), there is a letter on the subject in SRO DD/GS/4,107 dated 7th
December 1794. The text is not at all easy to read, but for the present purpose it is relevant in
that it refers to the Bristol – Taunton Canal. It appears that there was some proposal with
respect to the route that incensed the writer. [It is of interest that an autograph of Robert Lucas
Chance is mounted on the same page.]
5.15 John Robert Lucas died on 15th July 1828, but it is clear that in the middle 1820s he was
actively buying up coal lands, and his executors were no less active in the coal and property
markets to about 1854. If the documentation in SRO DD/SB 13/4 has been interpreted
correctly it appears that there was considerable borrowing by Rodbard and Bean from 1853 to
1855. There is a valuation of Lucas’estate by Y and J P Sturge in 1830, SRO DD/SB 13/4, but
it was too fragile to open. It was on paper –most of the other documents in this collection are
on parchment.
5.16 A notebook belonging to C T Coathupe, a manager of the works, dated to 1836/7 gives
a lot of detailed information on the dimensions of the vitriol chamber in the alkali works, of a
six-pot furnace, and of the pots themselves. He gives chemical compositions, production rates,
coal consumption rates of pay, etc, etc [Transcription in Nailsea Library – the original is at
present held there, but is considered too fragile to study. See Appendix 1 in Part 3 Technology]. He makes no reference to bottle manufacture, so it seems likely that it had
already been discontinued.
5.17 There is a billhead, dated 20th February 1846, in the Chubb papers (SRO, D/B/bW
2349), headed Bot. of Coathupes and Co. MANUFACTURERS OF CROWN WINDOW GLASS AND
ALCALIS [sic]. It is for 10 crates of window glass, and carries a vignette of the works, though it
appears that a certain amount of artistic licence has been involved. (See Appendix 11, Part 3.)
Similarly, from the same source, a bill from Robert Powell’s bottle works in St Phillips, Bristol,
dated 27th October 1846 carries a vignette of glassblowers at work. The form of the kiln(s) as
depicted appears to resemble a series of adjacent straw beehives in shape. (See Fig. 4.3, Part 4.)
5.18 The “Post Office Directory of Somersetshire and Bristol”, 1861 (SRO), under a Nailsea
entry for White, Isaac & Co, Glass manufacturers & colliery proprietors, Glassworks and
Temple Back, comments, “There is also a large tract of Moorland which was enclosed under an
Act of Parliament in the year 1813.”
5.19 The entry for Nailsea in the 1875 County Topography for Somersetshire (SRO) makes
no mention of the glassworks, strangely. It comments that, “several mines not worked for some
years but two companies have been formed to resume the work at the pits.” John Rodbard and
Henry L Bean are amongst the principal landowners.
5.20 Also of interest are two sale notices. The first is a copy at NSM giving notice of the
auction of “the extensive and costly erections known as Nailsea Glassworks”in four lots, to be
held on 25th July 1889, which included the Manager’s house etc and the cottages. [Nailsea
Glassworks’history folder.] This was when John Chance sold the site to Samuel Davis.
5.21 The second was a later notice, seen at Nailsea Library, with a very detailed plan that
was virtually identical to that of 1870, for an auction on 11 April 1905, by which time the
glassworks (on offer in six lots) was part of the estate “of Mr. Samuel Davis, deceased.” It did
not include any houses, being purely the works areas. The Special Conditions of Sale records,
“10. Lots 1 to 6 inclusive are in a ruinous condition and there are many wells, cisterns and
excavations improperly roofed in, and other dangerous places exist.” All except two buildings,
one defined in the text and identified on the plan, and the other added in manuscript in the
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Conditions, but not marked on the plan, in lots 2-6 inclusive were to be demolished by the
purchasers. The exceptions were respectively the Offices and presumably those buildings left
standing to the south-east of the New House Cone.
5.22 There are also accounts from two former employees, John Eyres (boy clerk in the
1860s) and Francis Mountain, (then aged 75), writing in 1911 and 1915 respectively, and these
cast some light on the processes involved. In the 1840s an alkali works was incorporated in the
glassworks. It appears that the Old House Cone was partially rebuilt around 1855, and its
furnace collapsed in September 1862. About this time the Lily Cone produced only plate glass,
the Old House Cone produced both sheet and crown glass and the New House Cone sheet glass
only. The latter two each had furnaces holding eight pots -[Mountain]. Following the collapse
of the furnace Eyres records that “it was several years before the ‘Old’house was again at
work.” Subsequently “a little side furnace was built for one or two men to make fancy goods,
such as propagators, cucumber glasses, rolling pins and glass shades.”
5.23 In more recent years there has been considerable development planning activity over
the site, leading to several archaeological evaluations and excavations, which will be covered in
more detail later. The correspondence is extensive, and copies occur under the NS SMR 2397,
and in the North Somerset Museum at Weston-super-Mare.
Cartographic evidence
5.24 The earliest map found showing evidence for Nailsea is that of John Speede, a copy
being in Nailsea Library. It is similar to that of Robert Morden, dated 1695, with “Naylsey”

Figure 1.4: Part of Robert Morden's Map of Somersetshire, 1695

written alongside the church. The relevant part of the latter map is reproduced as Figure 1.4
above. Nailsea sits a little above and to the left of centre, near what appears to be a reasonably
substantial watercourse. Interestingly, on Morden’s map this watercourse seems to mark the
southern boundary of Portbury Hundred for some four or five miles from the Bristol Channel
coast, and contrary to 5.1 above, Nailsea now seems to be in Bedminster Hundred.
5.25 The earliest map found showing anything relevant to the Study Area is The Map of the
Country 11 miles round the City of Bristol by B Donn, 1769, (BCL and BCM). (Figure 1.5,
below.) This, at a scale of approximately 1½ inches to the mile, shows the road system round
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Nailsea, some few houses on the Heath with a number of trees, and a “Coal Work”at the west
end of the Heath, although this has not been related to any known pit on recent maps. It would
appear to be on the southern edge of the present town centre. The road across the heath appears
to be unenclosed. The scale is adequate to show any development, even though the
reproduction here is not good.

Figure 1.5: Part of B Donn’s Map, 1769 (courtesy Bristol Reference Library)

5.26 Next, in date order is the Map of the Rivers Severn and Wye, by T Kitchin, Senior,
London 1782, which does not feature Nailsea. Part appears as the rear end-paper of Greenacre
and Stoddard. The only road in the area approximates to the present B3128, Bristol Clevedon.
5.27 Also dated 1782, but of a much higher standard is Day and Masters Map of Somerset,
(BCL). It shows three buildings around the Heath, which is not identified as such. The
principal roads are shown.
5.28 Reference should be made here to BRO AC/PL 61 A map of the Coal lands in Nailsea
and Wraxall belonging to Sir Charles Bampfylde 1792. This is believed from references
elsewhere possibly to be relevant;unfortunately it is not now fit for production to the public. It
appears that there was at least one pit on the main glassworks site, one approximately 21m
north-north-east and possibly another about 45m east of the centre of the Old House Cone. The
first is included in the SMR as :
40850

Coal
mine
Glassworks

at

Nailsea Post-medieval

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

The second derives from Figure 1 in Erskine, 19992 reproduced therein by permission of
Intégrale Consulting, who carried out geotechnical tests at that time. Mr J Cornwell of Bristol
2

Erskine, J G P, The Avon Motor Centre –Archaeological Recording Project, NSSMR 40597, AAU, Sept. 1999
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Coal Mining Archive, confirmed in conversation that it was believed that mines had existed in
those approximate positions. He cautioned about the difficulties in locating mineshafts
accurately, and commented on the probable presence of medieval and possibly earlier “bellpits”following the course of coal seams across the glassworks site. These are in addition to the
one whose engine house survives on the southern edge of the site, and the one sited in the
northern holding, some little way to the west of “French Row”3. He also observed that there
would have been a huge trade in low quality coal for lime-burning. A significant number of
ruined lime-kilns are situated just to the north of Nailsea on the limestone ridge.
5.29 SRO Q/Rup/10: “A Plan for a Navigable Canal from the River Avon (near Bristol) to
Bridgwater and Taunton together with collateral branches to ....... the extensive collieries at
Nailsea.”by Wm White, Surveyor, Sep. 29th 1795, shows a single smoking cone with the legend
“Glass Works”around it. The canal route appears to terminate at Jacklands Farm to the north
of Nailsea on the road to Tickenham, having followed the line of the Parish Brook past
[Moorend] Spout, to swing round the north-west quadrant of Nailsea. [See Fig 1.1] The plan
appears to show tramways to the various locations in Nailsea, rather than waterways.
5.30 Donne’s Map of the Country 20 miles round the City of Bristol of 1801, has a scale of
3.2 inches to 10 miles which is too small to be useful, although it does show the principal roads.
5.31 In 1802, Smith and Cruve, Land Surveyors from Bath, carried out a valuation survey4,
and describe the site as “Glassworks with a vast Range of Outbuildings yards &c. / A row of
Dwellinghouses 20 Tenements / Another tenement.”
5.32 An Inclosure map dated May 1813, at the SRO (Q/Rde/129) by Sturge and Brown
shows only part of the “Old Cone”and some housing, and the north-eastern corner of the main
part of the Study Area has “Lucas, Chance & Co.” printed across it. The accompanying
Schedule of Allotments with Map B shows only John Robert Lucas as holding the glassworks
site under leasehold. The south-west parcel, 152, which would in due course hold ‘The Royal
Oak’public house and the New House Cone, appears to be under the ownership of Lucas.
Parcel 174, which will not be completely occupied by the northern part of the study area, is
owned by “John Robert Lucas & others (Sale of Allotment)”. This is determined as follows:
“Unto John Robert Lucas, William Chance, Edward Homer and William Coathupe Esquire
one piece of land part of Nailsea Heath containing by admeasurement four acres
numbered 174 on the said map B bounded south eastwards by the said public Road No.
28 leading from Wraxall to Nailsea northward by the said Road No. 43 and on the other
parts by gardens by the said Road No. 40 and by the allotments No, 170 and 175.
Subject to the public footway No. 41 leading through and over the same.
The fences on all sides of the said allotment /excepting against the said gardens/ to be made
and kept in repair by the said John Robert Lucas and others and the future owners and
occupiers for the time being of the said allotment.”
5.33 Another version of the same Inclosure map, again by Sturge and Brown, but dated 10th
November 1814 is held by BRO, 37959 (46) (c) and (g), being the Plan and Scheme
respectively. From this document, which form the Wraxall and Nailsea Inclosure Plans it
appears that the landlord is Sir H. Smyth, but that other holdings may be leased from Sir H
3
4

BRO AC/PL 144
BRO AC/E14
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Smyth and others (Young and Alvis). This plan does not have parcel numbers but has the
name and tenure written in the parcel, and it is clear that Lucas was a considerable freeholder in
Nailsea parish, quite apart from the glassworks. Part of the Old Cone is shown, to represent the
Glassworks. Both these maps show that a branch of the Bristol and Taunton Canal was
proposed to run in to the glassworks, having paralleled the main road for some way from the
west, and that the land was at least reserved and owned by the Canal Company (See 5.8 et seq.
above). There are no buildings in the northern part of the Study Area.
5.34 Greenwood’s Map of Somerset (BCL) dates from 1822, and at a scale of 1 inch to 1
mile gives better detail than Day & Masters. It indicates “Glass”against the eastern end of
Nailsea, but the scale is too small to determine anything other than that substantial buildings are
there, and that the houses at the south end of the northern part of the study area are appearing.
5.35 The 1829 map drawn to accompany Rutter’s Delineation etc. shows increasing
development at the east end of Nailsea, but is not suitably scaled for the present purpose.
Another map of 1829 from the BRO (AC/PL 111) being a Map of the boundaries of the
Parishes of Tickenham, Nailsea Wraxall and Flax Bourton in the County of Somerset clearly
shows the glassworks with the “New Cone”in place. The housing to the north of the works is
clearly shown, as is the rank immediately to the north across the road to Wraxall, but not all the
ancillary buildings along the boundaries (which appear on later maps and plans, especially
around the New House Cone) are in place. As far as can be determined at the small scale (one
inch = 24 chains) it contains all the elements of the 1830s plan, see below.
5.36 A facsimile edition [David & Charles] based on the 1830 one inch to one mile
Ordnance Survey map shows much the same information as Greenwood.
5.37 There is an annotated large-scale plan (undated, apart from a manuscript note in the
margin, “NAILSEA GLASSWORKS 1830s”, with no authority) of the glassworks, BRO 32395 (25),
labelled externally “Lucas & Co.”, but which is inscribed as belonging to “MESSRS. LUCAS
COATHUPE & CO.” This is usually dated to the “1830s”, and a manuscript note on the copy at
Nailsea Library states that it is almost certainly pre-tithe, i.e., before 1844. 5 It is shown below
as Figure 1.7. What is now known as “Wood View Terrace”, the rank of cottages most
immediately associated with the glassworks, appears on this plan as merely “Back Road”. It
should be noted that the north point on this plan is drawn about 45° west of grid north.
5.38 BRO AC/PL 121(1-2), undated, is labelled as “Nailsea –Somerset 3 ch. working map.
The writing thereon is that of John Brown, Brislington”. The scale is 3 chains to an inch, a
chain being 22 yards (equivalent to 20.12m.) Figure 1.6 below. The layout is very similar to
the tithe map, but the parcel numbers are lower. Initially it was thought that it was possibly a
preliminary survey of the tithe lands held by the Smyths of Ashton Court, therefore predating
1840, but later than 1826, because it shows the New House Cone. John Brown of Brislington is
named in SRO DD/SB 11/3, together with Young, Sturge of Bristol as surveyors for the
Inclosure Act – 53 George 3 Cap 60. In the same bundle is a document dated 28th January
1814 which states that “by Deed Poll ... the lands are surveyed and passed to the proprietors.”
However, on balance it is thought that this plan must be later than 1844, and before 1870,
because there is a break in the boundary buildings (mentioned in 5.43 below), but as the outline
of the New House Cone has not changed significantly it would appear that although the break
had been made, the extension to the cone buildings to accommodate the southern 10-stage
blowing holes had not been started. There are also significant differences between the size and
5

Dommett, 1986, makes a very good case for it in fact dating from 1825, when there was a partnership change. As
it is elsewhere referred to as the 1830s plan, this description will continue to be used in this report.
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disposition of the buildings to the west and south-west of the New House Cone on this plan,
and those shown in 1870. It is thought that this might represent the ‘Alcali works’. [Of course
a lot depends on how thorough the Inclosure and Tithe Map surveyors were.]
5.39 The Tithe Maps for Nailsea: the Nailsea Library 1844 copy has subtle differences from
that at the SRO dated 1840 but both show the row of cottages on the opposite side of the High
Street from the works, and virtually the same configuration for the works. There is a
continuous run of buildings running along the boundary to the south of the New House Cone.
There is a difference at the north-eastern end of that run, in that there is no “step” in the
northernmost corner on the later map, and also the overall depth at that end seems less. [For
comparisons see Figure 1.11 below.]

Figure 1.6: Brown's plan (courtesy BRO)
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Figure 1.7: 1830s Plan [BRO Sturge Deposit 32395(25)]
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Figure 1.8: Extract from 1840 Tithe Map (courtesy SRO)

5.40 An abstract for the relevant part of the 1840 Tithe Map and Apportionment for Nailsea
is summarised in the table below. (Also see Figure 1.8 above - the quality is not good despite
some “cleaning up”because the maps are now on microfiche to eliminate any further wear on
the originals;some numbers have been replaced for clarity.) The walls between 1085, 1086
and 1087, and to the south-west of the New House Cone only appear on the tithe maps. The
open rectangle on the west side of the first-mentioned wall, while on exactly the same
alignment as {17} and {18} on the 1870 plan, is slightly further north than the later building,
although they do overlap. An extract from the 1844 version is shown as Figure 1.9, below.
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Table 1.2 - Selected Summary Abstract of 1840 Tithe Map Apportionment
Landowner

Occupier

No.

John Robert Lucas,
James Edward Homer
& Oliver Coathupe
Sir John Smyth &
Reg Bean
Not used

Jno Rob. Lucas,
Jas Edwd Homer,
& Coathupe
Lucas & Co.

1083

Sir John Smyth Bart
Reginald Henry Bean
“
“
“

George Warren &
Wm Parry Jr
Saml Groves Jr
Willm Phillips
John Noble & Ors

1088

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

Edwd Thompson
Willm Gordon
John Porter
Saul Williamson
Thomas Reable
John Williamson
John Gwynn
Priscilla Smallman
William Stephens
Cornelius Grove Jr & Samuel
Evans
Willm Price
Edward Gaener
Henry Phillips
James Millhurst
Cornelius Noble
Thos Harwood & others
James Westbury & John Pye
John Sayer
Henry Phillips & Ors
Robert Lockhart
Elizabeth Barnett
Isaac Blackman
James Noble
Thomas Simms
Richard Batten
Wm. Barnett
George Gordon
Cornelius Grove
James Marsh
Thomas Smart
James Notley & others
John Noble
John Noble
James Noble
Henry Phillips
Thomas Marks
Wm. Phillips

1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102

On map, not on
terrier
Two houses &
court
House &c
House
House of four
tenements
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House

1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108
1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
1151
1152

House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
Garden
House & Garden
House & Garden
House & Garden
House &c
House &c
House &c
House &c
House &c
House &c
House &c
House &c
Garden
Garden
Garden
Plot of ground
Plot of ground
Plot of ground
Plot of ground

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
J R L, J E H, & O C.
[in full on original]
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

1084
1085
1087
1086

1090
1091
1092
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Name

State of Cultivation
Laboratory,
yard
&
outbuildings[glassworks]
Glassworks and Yard
Yard & outbuildings
Glassworks buildings &c

Arable
Arable
Arable
Arable

Figure 1.9: Extract from 1844 Tithe Map (Nailsea Library)

5.41 It should be noted that there is a very extensive archive in Nailsea Library that has
obviously been diligently accumulated over some considerable period. Very little appears to be
original material and the quality of the photocopying in some cases is not of the best, but
despite that there is a lot of material on ‘Nailsea Glass’as well as on the Glassworks and its
history. Some of the correspondence, while not directly concerned with this study makes very
interesting reading. The Nailsea Library material has not, generally, been included in the
Bibliography: held loose in a number of folders, it might not necessarily be returned correctly
after examination.
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5.42 The 1870 plan of the glassworks BRO 37959 (22) (Figure 1.10 below) with its attached
Schedule (also below as Table 1.3) is most useful, as well as appearing to be accurate. 6

Figure 1.10: 1870 Plan of the Nailsea Glassworks Holding [BRO Sturge Deposit 57959 (22)]

6

There is another version of this plan, possibly the original from which this was derived, reproduced as a smallish
photograph in the display at the Scotch Horn Centre, Nailsea. See Appendix 4. AFS, May 2004.
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Table 1.3 - Schedule attached to 1870 plan

Schedule referring

to Plan of the

Nailsea Glass Works

6.6.70

[6th June 1870]

Number

Description

1
2. 2.
3
4
5
6

Offices
Two French Kilns
Smith’s Shop
Belgian Lear
Cutting Room
Six storey building 2 packing & cutting Rooms 3 Pot rooms
and loft for lift machinery
Blowing holes
Cone No 1 Furnace
No 1 Furnace cylinder room
Two French Kilns
Gas Retort
Sand caulker
Mixing Room
Two French Kilns
Pot arches
Old office
Crucible furnace
Cutting & packing room
Store Rooms
Old Watch House
Boiler
Cone of No 2 Furnace
Blowing Holes (12)
Brick Kiln

7,7,7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15 & 16
17
18
19
20 & 21
22 & 23
24
25
26
27
28
28a
29
30
31
32
33
33, 34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41 & 42
43 & 44
45

Brick Room & Pot room over
Crown Kilns (2)
Brick Room
Stone dressing room
Pot arch
Cylinder room
Room for making small bricks with straw loft over
Two French Kilns
Ground Floor
1st Floor
2nd Floor
Coloured cullet room
Cylinder rooms
Pot rooms
Mixing Room
Sand store room
Packing room
Store for Limestone
Limestone & Salt Cake Enamel grinding
Mill
room
Clay Mill
Obscuring Room 40 & part of 46:
Ring Room
Clay Room
Coloured Cullet room. Brilliant cutting room
Saw Mill
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46
47
48
49, 49
50
51
52
53
54, 54, 54, 54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68, 68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Engine Room
Open space for coal for feeding boilers
Old arches of bottle house - useless
Open spaces where old bottle house stood
Clay Mill
Chaff & corn loft
Arch
Empty shed
Covered unoccupied space
Four rolled plate kilns
Lilly cone
Shed for chipping potsherds
Empty Room
Old chapel (used for Carpenters Room)
Boy Shop
Store room for centres
Joiners Shop
Open space
Empty shed
Dilly shed
Stabling &c
Fowl pen
Pond
Cottages
Rolled plate room with pot & tile room over
Lear
Ornamental burning kiln
3 Storey Building - Cutting packing & assorting Rooms
Drill Room empty
W.C. &c for cottages
Waste ground for rubbish

Schedule of Quantities
Numbers
1 to 76
77
78
79
80

a
6
0
2
0
3
13

Works and cottages
House, Lawn, Drive, etc
Paddock
Garden
Colliery, etc
Total

r
1
3
1
2
1
1

[Initialled]
[In pencil]

Messrs Chance Brothers & Co
Glass Works
near Birmingham

H H7

p
29
10
4
0
34
37

[BRO (Sturges) 37959/22]

[Transcribed from original manuscript by the writer, 25th September 2002.]
5.43 It should be noted that there is a difference between the two Tithe Maps and the 1870
plan in the “footprint” of the buildings at the end of the row facing the New House Cone
represented as {14}, {15} and {16} on the latter plan. This was apparently not noted at the
time of any of the archaeological interventions, so no conclusions can be drawn. Figure 1.11
7

This may be H H Ham mentioned by J Eyres (See Part 3 Appendix 8)
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below shows the differences. It does however appear from the comparison of these plans that
the southern 10-stage blowing holes were an extension to the original plan for the New House
Cone requiring the demolition of the central part of this boundary range. It is apparent that
there were further significant changes in the western part of the works between 1840/44 and
1870.

Figure 1.11: Comparison of specific changes between 1840/44 Tithe Maps and 1870
plan in a limited area.

5.44 BRO AC/PL 144 is Bassett’s plan of the underground workings in the northern holding
of the glassworks –{80} on the 1870 plan. It is obviously cumulative, as it starts in 1867 and
shows the areas worked up to each month-end, with a note that “After 31 December 1876 –
Colliery abandoned.” The workings were obviously quite extensive. It has not been
reproduced, as it does not have any direct information on the glassworks, other than recording
“GLASS WORKS”in the southern area.
5.45 There is a large-scale OS map of 1888, showing “French Row”and the coal mine in the
northern holding. The “Glass Works”is identified as “(Disused)”.
5.46

OS 1889 - 6 inch to 1 mile - no change from preceding map.

5.47 OS 1903 -1:2500 - significant portion of Old House Cone shown open (presumed
collapsed) and a few ancillary buildings in the same state.
5.48

OS 1904 - 6 inch - as preceding. “French Row”is shown.

5.49

Sale plan 1905 - circle of Old House Cone is shown dotted.

5.50
OS 1932 - 1:2500 - very few buildings remaining, only as walls. Buildings fronting the
High Street have gone except for the former office building {1} and the long building {10}
adjacent to “The Royal Oak”. Trees are shown in the general area of the Old House Cone and
the west end of the former main works buildings. “French Row” is now called “Woodside
Terrace”.
5.51 OS 1956 - 1:25000 - Woodside Terrace still shown. The bungalow at 37, High Street is
noted below (para 7.2) as having been built “In about 1945....”but it is not discernible on the
December 1946 aerial photograph. The actual date of construction is not seen as critical to this
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study. If it is necessary, closer determination might be possible through Somerset County
Council records of Building Licences, if they still exist. It is understood that most building on a
new site in the post-war (WW II) years, certainly as late as 1948, had to be under licence,
because of the shortage of building materials, bomb-damage reconstruction taking priority.
5.52 Somerset County Council, revised to 29.7.1961, based on OS 25 inch to 1 mile shows
the bungalow on the New House Cone site, and Woodside Terrace has gone. There has been
building in the area of the mine in the northern holding.
5.53
OS 1981 - 1:10,000 shows the former office {1} still standing, but the majority of the
derelict buildings have gone. The garage is now built, facing the High Street.
5.54

OS 1983 - 1:2500: some of the houses (Nos. 31/33) fronting the High Street have gone.

5.55 OS 1988 - 1:1250 and 1:2500: the bungalow and some other buildings gone. As far as
the glassworks are concerned the former office building {1} and {10} –“Two French Kilns”are
still standing, as are {14}, {15} and {16} and the shell of {69}, the “Rolled Plate room with pot
and tile room over”. There are now “Council Offices” to the north-east of the New House
Cone site. From photographs in the NS SMR and the ‘Introduction’cover photograph, these
appear to be of a temporary nature, and so probably do not have significant foundations.
However there will certainly have been service trenches.
6.

RECORDED ARCHAEOLOGY

6.1
Most of the work from 1983 was done in response to development proposals. , Mr
David Charlton, the owner/occupier of the bungalow (No. 37, High Street, Nailsea) sited over
the New House Cone, had been digging since 1975. This was initially to help a local school
with a project, but he carried on. In a letter dated 11 Jan 1984, D J Pollard (to Mr D Ashurst, of
Barnsley, the excavator of Gawber glasshouse), referring to the building of the bungalow,
states, “… in the process most of the working floor level was destroyed. Finds tend to support
the written record i.e. that window glass was made in this cone mainly by the cylinder method.”
6.2
The only known significant recorded archaeology from this initial period is a bogie,
believed to have been from an annealing kiln, which Mr Charlton discovered in 1982, and
which is now in store in the North Somerset Museum.
6.3
The recorded archaeology from 1983 principally consists of the Sites and Monuments
Record information that will be expanded upon in Part 2. In summary there was considerable
work done between 1983 and 1988, but the results, apart from a manuscript report for the first
year and one or two fine plans from the end of the work, are very sketchy. The remains of a
gas-holder were found in the garden at the rear of ‘The Royal Oak’near the south-west corner
of the works. The overall SMR number for the Glassworks is 2397. All the other numbers
quoted are regarded as event numbers under that SMR number. Further work was done in
1991, 1992, 1994 (twice), 1995, 1999, 2001 and 2002, under the NS SMR numbers 2397,
44980, (was 2397, but changed by V Russett, January 2003), 10090, 10371, 10509, 40597,
46188 and 46503, respectively. It is understood that in due course the bulk of the archives from
the above will be transferred from the SMR to the North Somerset Museum. At the time of
writing the principal accession numbers at the Museum were 16.1989 and 1989.66. There was
little documentation in the Museum at the time of writing –the archive consists almost entirely
of finds –but this should hopefully be rectified in due course. 44980 was an evaluation, as was
10090. 10509 was a fairly extensive excavation of a southwestern sector of the Old House
Cone and adjacent buildings, while 46503 covered virtually all of the remainder of the Old
House Cone foundations. 40597 and 46188 were both archaeological monitoring of
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geotechnical test pits. Under 10371, photogrammetric recording of buildings {14}, {15} and
{16} (on the 1870 plan) was carried out in 1994 prior to demolition.
6.4
Other recorded archaeology in the immediate vicinity is recorded on the NS SMR plan
and in the abstract below (Appendix 1).
6.5
The NMR at Swindon has an entry for the Nailsea Glassworks under the NMR
Number: ST 47 SE 48, with the Unique Identifier: 195414. Under Event 634128, the 1982-3
work, finds and archives are recorded as being with the excavation director, D J Pollard. There
is a note that says, “Finds and archive to go to either Bristol City Museum or to Woodspring
Museum probably in 1985-6.” Neither institution appears to have received anything from this
time.
6.6
It may be of interest that about 0.8 km to the northeast was the Wraxall Roman ‘villa’
site that has been the subject of re-interpretation. K Gardner considers on the evidence that the
bath suite may have been, as he put it, “a pit-head baths complex.” During an informal field
walk a lump of furnace bottom slag was recovered by a Bristol University student in the same
general area, so industry may have existed on the coalfield in the area for some long time.
6.7
In the excavation report on The Wraxall Villa8, it is noted, “As on several other sites in
this area, a number of stones covered with a green glaze were found. In appendix G of the
Kingsweston report, Dr Stanley Smith says: ‘This potash glaze is clearly the result of
conflagration and points to the destruction of the villa by fire’. At Wraxall, however, the glaze
does not occur on collapsed walling, but on small stones found in no great quantity all over the
site. There was no other evidence whatsoever of destruction by fire.” Is this the earliest
Nailsea Glass?
6.8
Late entry: It is not ‘recorded archaeology’because it does not seem to have been
recorded anywhere that has been recognised, but it was felt that it should be noted somewhere.
While visiting the Scotch Horn Centre (late May 2004) to view their display, the opportunity
was taken to look over the area in the extreme south-western corner of the site in case there was
any evidence of a gas holder etc in that corner. There is a lot of building debris in the area, so
nothing was obvious, but it is of interest to note that there are blocked-up openings in the
boundary wall with ‘The Royal Oak’. This raises the possibility that the gasholder there that
was excavated (see Part 2) might have been in an area owned by the glassworks at one time.
This has not been determined, and time precludes it at present. Furthermore, with reference to
Plate 26 below, behind the large blocked opening facing the road, between the “No-right-turn”
sign and the lamp standard, to the left of centre of the picture, there is a wall standing to two or
three courses above the rubble forming a return about 75 cms inside the boundary wall and the
internal wall on the west side of the angle. This may well be the remains of the southern corner
of building {12}. If so it raises the interesting possibility there was a gap between the buildings
and the boundary wall, not apparent from the 1870 plan, or it represents an internal corridor. It
may of course be a later development, but this is seen as unlikely on the present evidence.

8

Somersetshire Archaeological & Natural History Society, 1961, Proceedings during 1960-61, Vol. 105, p.39
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7.

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY

Figure 1.12: From AP 3082 CPE/ / 1869: 4 DEC 46: F20”// REST’D (RAF photograph)

7.1
The NMR at Swindon has a record of 48 vertical photographs, but no oblique, of the
site and its surrounding area within 500m. Four were not available.
7.2
Print No. 3082 taken by the RAF, on 4th December 1946, Figure 1.12 above, with the
1870 boundary highlighted in, shows the development that had taken place over the study area,
but the bulk of the glassworks site appears to be hummocky ground, with no discernible
features, other than the shells of a few buildings. The bungalow that was on top of the New
House Cone does not appear to have been built at the date of this photograph, although in a
letter dated 11 Jan 1984, D J Pollard (to Mr D Ashurst of Barnsley, the Gawber glasshouse
excavator), states, “ the bungalow (No. 37, High Street, Nailsea) built in “about 1945… ..
within the space occupied by the [New House] cone.”
7.3

A schedule of aerial photographs listed by the NMR is attached as Appendix 2.
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8.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

8.1
The broad outline of the development of the glassworks is readily discernible, but there
is a lot of detail lacking. For example we know from the documentation that the New House
Cone was built some time between 1826 and 1829 and that its ground plan could have
accommodated the northern swinging pits shown on the 1870 plan. The “1830s” plan
annotations referring to flattening kilns indicate that cylinder glass was now in production. At
first sight this must mean that the plan must have been prepared later than 1832, when it is
claimed that Chance Brothers near Birmingham “introduced the improved cylinder method also
known as German sheet glass into England.” (Burgoyne and Scoble 1989, 5.) However, is this
a case of “History is written by the victors”?
8.2
Some considerable time after the preceding paragraph was written, a Patent registration
signed by J R Lucas on 20th May 1805 was found at the Somerset Record Office. SRO
DD/SAS/C/2136 consists of four documents. The first is a copy of the Letters patent awarded
by George III, “for the term of fourteen years”, dated “this twenty third day of January in the
forty fifth year of our Reign”, bearing a most impressive seal. This applies “within that part of
the united Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland called England our dominion of Wales and
town of Berwick upon tweed” [sic], as does a copy of the corresponding patent registration
taken out by Lucas. There are also two copies, one in English and the other in Latin, of the
registration in Edinburgh, the latter bearing a now broken seal, presumably that referred to in
Appendix 3, below. In this Lucas describes his invention as, ‘An Improvement in the art or
method of making spreading or flattening sheet glass commonly called German Sheet Glass
Plate Glass or any other spread glass requiring a polished surface’. This significantly predates
that given in the reference above, and also that given by Sir Hugh Chance (1968, p35) of 1844
for the making of sheet glass at Nailsea.9 The text of one of the patent registrations is given in
Appendix 3. It is of interest that this version contains no reference to the term, was registered
in Edinburgh and only applied to Scotland. The British Patent Office website, otherwise of no
apparent use in this instance, notes that early patents had to be registered at a number of offices.
This presumably increased the revenue.
8.3
Furthermore, thanks are due to Dr David Crossley for drawing attention to the
following reference: Berg T and P [eds.] 2001, R.R.Angerstein's Illustrated Travel Diary 17535. Angerstein saw swing-pits in use at Stourbridge [p.176] and platforms at South Shields
[p.246]. This apparently puts the date for the use of swing pits approximately another fifty
years earlier than that of Lucas’patent.
8.4
It appears that the initial production from 1788 was of bottles in the cone identified as
“No 2”on the 1830s plan, but it is not known if it was still in use at that time. The same area
{48/49} is identified as associated with the “old bottle house” on the 1870 plan. The plan
evidence infers that the bulk of the works was created quite early on, with the area around the
New House Cone being developed about forty years later.
8.5
Initial window glass production was in the form of crown glass, then later sheet glass
using swinging pits, then it appears rolled plate glass and some fancy glass was produced. It
would seem that later some coloured and engraved glass was also produced. There is, for
example, a copy of a pattern sheet for this, dating from 1855-1861, deposited at the SRO by the
generosity of the Nailsea & District Local History Society. [See Part 3 –Technology]

9

Chance, Sir H, The Nailsea glassworks, Paper read to the 8th International Congress on Glass –Studies in Glass
History and Design, London, July 1968. [By courtesy of the Society of Glass Technologists.]
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8.6
The provenance of “Nailsea Glass”, as applied to the “fancy”work of that name is not
certain, and there are conflicting views. See, for example, Ashurst, p41.
9.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL AND ASSESSMENT

9.1
It is quite evident from a consideration of the map evidence that the archaeological
potential of the site is now, realistically, confined to the already largely exposed area of the
New House Cone.
9.2
Any earlier archaeology in the vicinity of the cones and furnaces is almost certain to
have been destroyed during the building of the glassworks, but there was a lot of open space
within the holding, and some buildings might not have had especially deep foundations. It is
possible that there are still scattered archaeological pockets within the study area, but the bulk
of them will either be sealed beneath the car park for the store, or in domestic gardens.
9.3
In discussion with Dr David Crossley [June 2003] it is apparent that more recent
research has shown that there is a strong possibility of samples from buried contexts being
much more informative than previously had been suspected, insofar as determining the
composition of the glass being made. This is because (sometimes microscopic) droplets and
trails of glass are the most likely forms in which glass made on site can be identified with a
high degree of certainty. The industry tended to buy in scrap glass (known as “cullet”) as
required, because it facilitated the melting process, and it has been shown that the droplets and
trails would be very unlikely to have arrived on site by this route. It is important, therefore, that
specialist advice be taken as part of the project design if there ever is the opportunity for any
further archaeological investigations in the area.
10.
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PHOTOGRAPHS

11.1 Photographs of the Study Area were taken by the author using a standard SLR camera
(Minolta X300) with a 38 mm lens, under clear, sunny conditions. They are shown below as
Plates 1 - 26.
11.2 To aid interpretation, each photograph has been given a number, identical to that of the
Plate number and as well as the schedule there is a site centred plan. Because of congestion,
there is a separate plan for the photographs 1-5 taken at the centre of the New House Cone
(Plates 1 – 5). On the plans the direction of the arrow shows the approximate direction the
camera was facing and the numbered circle the approximate position from which the
photograph was taken. The principal exception is Plate 7, which is a close-up of glass slag
lumps used as wall coping - in this case the location is at the point of the arrow. [Both plans are
based on the site centred map, which is OS copyright.]
11.3 Table 1.4.1 relates to Figure 1.13 below, while Table 1.4.2 relates to Figure 1.14 below
covering photographs 6 - 26.
Table 1.4.1 - Schedule of Photographs /Plates 1 - 5
Plate No.
1
2

Description
New House Cone main airway looking NNE approx.
New House Cone secondary airway looking SSE approx.
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3
4
5

New House Cone secondary airway looking NNW approx.
View across remains of New House Cone furnace base looking SSE approx.
View across remains of New House Cone wall with 2-stage swing-pit beyond

Figure 1.13: Location plan for Photographs / Plates 1 - 5 at the centre of the New House Cone

Table 1.4.2 - Schedule of Photographs / Plates 6 –26
Plate
No.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Description
Housing on site of “French Row”
Glass slag etc used as wall coping
Looking towards remaining glassworks building in High Street, past store.
Roofs of Wood View Terrace houses above store delivery entrance gates
Glass-workers’/miners’cottages (23 –28 on 1830s plan)
North side of Wood View Terrace from west
South side of Wood View Terrace from west
South side of Wood View Terrace from east
Boundary wall on north side of Wood View Terrace from east
Former manager’s house (now Masonic Hall) from NNE
Former manager’s house (now Masonic Hall) from ESE
Glassworks boundary on to High Street –gable end of extant building far right
Remaining glassworks building in High Street from west
Glassworks boundary on to High Street looking NE from extant building
Eastern wall of remaining glassworks building
View west across site of New House Cone –roof of remaining building beyond
General view of reminder of glassworks site from direction of New House Cone
Glassworks pit engine house from SE
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24
25
26

Glassworks pit engine house from SW –Wood View Terrace houses to left
View along former SE facing boundary of glassworks site, looking NNE approx.
SE facing boundary of glassworks site, looking N towards extant building

Figure 1.14: Location plan for Nailsea Glassworks Photographs/Plates 6 - 26

Plates 1 –26 © Author.
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Plate 1

Plate 2

Plate 3

Plate 4

Plate 5

Plate 6

Plate 7

Plate 8

Figure 1.15: Plates 1 - 8
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Plate 9

Plate 10

Plate 11

Plate 12

Plate 13

Plate 14

Plate 15

Plate 16

Figure 1.16: Plates 9 - 16
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Plate 17

Plate 18

Plate 19

Plate 20

Plate 21

Plate 22

Figure 1.17: Plates 17 - 22
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Plate 23

Plate 24

Plate 25

Plate 26

Figure 1.18: Plates 23 - 26
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APPENDIX 1 - North So m erset Sites and Monuments Record Trawl
It will be noted that not all the SMR numbers quoted above as referring to the various
archaeological interventions are listed in the table. This is because the SMR “site”number for
the Nailsea Glassworks is 02397 and all the other numbers are “event”numbers.
00561
02397
03527
03530
04043
04044
04045
40850
40851
40852
40853
40867
40868
40869
40875
40876
40878
40879
40892
40893
40894
40895

Neolithic arrowhead
from 4 Heath Road
Site
of
Nailsea
Glassworks
Engine
house
and
shaft, Scotch Horn
playing fields
C19 Gas works at
the Royal Oak
Site
of
Nailsea
Brewery, Heath Road
Site
of
Coates
Cider Works
Coal
mine
shaft,
Nailsea Heath New
Works
Coal
mine
at
Nailsea Glassworks
Coal mine off High
Street
Site of coal mine
at Stock Way North
Coal mine NE of the
Square
Coal
workings
at
Lodge Lane
Coal
workings
at
Lodge Lane / High
Street
Coal workings west
of
Lodge Lane /
High Street
Coal mine shaft at
Trendlewood Way /
Blackthorn Way
Coal mine shaft at
Trendlewood Way
‘Old coal workings’
Mayflower Gdns
‘Old
coal
workings’,
Trendlewood Way
Coal mine shaft and
spoilheap, Nailsea
Park
Coal
mine
shaft,
Nailsea Heath
Coal
mine
shaft,
50, Woodland Road
Coal
mine
shaft,
54, Woodland Road

Neolithic
C18

Flint
arrowhead
Glassworks

Pullan nd

C19

Bowman 1980

1858

Engine
house;
coalmine
Gasworks

C20

Brewery

Pollard
1984
OS 1932

C20

Brewery

OS 1932

C19

Coalmine

AAU 1998

Postmedieval
Postmedieval
Postmedieval
Postmedieval
Postmedieval
Postmedieval

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Postmedieval

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Postmedieval

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Postmedieval
Postmedieval
Postmedieval

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Postmedieval

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

C19

Coalmine

Russett 2000

Postmedieval
Postmedieval

Coalmine

Bowman 1980

Coalmine

Bowman 1980
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Greenhill 1971

pers.

com.

41139
41147
41148
41149
41157
41164
41188
41198
41207
41217
41222
41885

41886

42140

42141

42144

42145

C19 Congregational
chapel,
Stockway
North
Mile post on north
side of High Street
C18 Royal Oak, High
Street
C18
Heathfield,
Lodge Lane
C17
Noah’s
Ark,
Station Road
C18 Friendship Inn,
Stockway North
?C18 Queens Head,
High Street
Former
Yendales
Steam
Bakery,
Southfield Road
Site of claypit off
The Willows
Site
of
Nailsea
Sawmills
‘Bell pits found’,
Blackthorn Way
Site
of
WW2
unexploded
mine,
Southfield
Rd,
Nailsea
Cellars
of
The
Royal Oak, Nailsea
as Air raid shelter
WW2
Hall used as Drill
Hall
in
WW2,
Nailsea
Park,
Nailsea(pre 1941
Tented
camp
for
British troops in
WW2
pre
1941,
Nailsea Park
site of WW2 army
hutted
camp,
Nailsea Park c194143, Nailsea
site of WW2
USA
coloured
troops
camp
c1943-5,
Nailsea Park

C19

Chapel

Russett 1999

Postmedieval
C18

Mile post

DCMS List

Public
House
Dwelling
House
Dwelling
House
Public
House
Public
House
Bakery

DCMS List

Postmedieval
C19

Clay pit

OS 1932

Saw mills

OS 1903

?Postmedieval

Coalmine

North Somt Planning
Dept
plotting
sheets
Margaret
Thomas(Heritage
Nailsea)

C18
C17
C18
?C18
?C19

DCMS List
DCMS List
OS 1932
OS 1932
Russett 2002

Ibid.

?

Peter Wright

Ibid.

Peter Wright

Ibid.

Trawl for Nailsea Glassworks © North Somerset Council 2002
(Approx. 500m round site centre)
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Figure 1.19: Nailsea Glassworks - SMR map (500m approx. centred on site.)
© North Somerset Council 2002
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APPENDIX 2 - Aerial Ph o tograph Catalogue
This is a condensed version of the Summary Report from NMR at Swindon, dated 4-Sept-03.
The frames were examined by J Erskine. Not all were applicable to the Study Area. These are
all vertical photographs. There were no oblique photographs held by the NMR.
Sortie No.

Frame Nos.

Date

Scale

Comments

106G/LA/45

5560

30/10/44

1:2500

Only of railway

543/2332

184-186

26/7/63

1:10100

543/2332

260

26/7/63

1:10100

CPE UK 1869

3081-2,

4/12/46

1:9840

CPE UK 1869

4104-5

4/12/46

1:9840

MAL 61484

93204-5

19/7/61

1:2500

OS 60069

11-13

16/8/60

1:7775

OS 69294

41-43

28/6/69

1:7100

OS 73006

1-2

7/3/73

1:7500

OS 74113

5-7

4/6/74

1:7700

OS 75201

143

7/6/75

1:7500

OS 75201

158-161

7/6/75

1:7500

OS 75359

2-3

30/7/75

1:7000

OS 82144

21-22

17/6/82

1:7500

OS 82144

29-31

17/6/82

1:7500

OS 85152

26-28

15/6/85

1:7800

Excavations on cone?

OS 86260

215-7

27/11/86

1:4100

Not on Study Area

OS 86260

235-7

27/11/86

1:4100

Not on Study Area

OS 89299

10-12

18/6/89

1:8200

Excavation of cone

OS 89299

85-86

18/6/89

1:8200

Not on Study Area
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Good photos but terribly
small scale
Good photos but terribly
small scale
Not available
Site overgrown except for
bungalows. French Row
gone.
Development of Avon Motor
centre

Overgrown

APPENDIX 3 - J R Luca s ’1805 Patent Registration - Scotland

To all to whom these Presents shall come I John

Robert Lucas of Charlton House in the
County of Somerset Esquire
send greetings. Whereas His Most Excellent Majesty King George the
Third by his letters patent under the seal appointed under the treaty of Union to be made use of in place of the
Great Seal of Scotland bearing date at Edinburgh
the second day of March in the forty fifth year of
his reign did give and grant unto me the said John Robert Lucas my executors administrators and assigns
his special licence full power sole privilege and authority that I the said John Robert Lucas my executors
administrators and assigns during the term of years therein expressed should and lawfully might make use exercise
and vend within that part of the united kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
called Scotland my invention
of ‘An Improvement in the art or method of making spreading or flattening sheet glass commonly called German
Sheet Glass Plate Glass or any other spread glass requiring a polished surface’In which said letters patent there
is a proviso obliging me the said
John Robert Lucas under my hand and seal to cause a particular description
of the nature of my said invention and in what manner the same is to be performed to be inrolled in His Majesty’s
High Court of Chancery within four calendar months next and immediately after the date of the
said in part
recited letters patent as in and by the same (relation being thereunto had) may more fully and at large appear, Now
Know Ye
that in compliance with the said proviso in the said letters patent contained I the said John Robert
Lucas do hereby declare that my said invention
of an improvement in the art or method of making
spreading or flattening Sheet Glass commonly called German Sheet Glass Plate Glass or any
other spread
glass requiring a polished surface is fully ascertained and described in manner and form as follows that is to say
Instead of the
usual method of spreading the glass upon a fixed flat floor or stones in the spreading kiln or
other place where the glass is spread I spread it upon
something having a smooth or polished surface
that is moveable or portable which may be made either of metal stone marble porcelaine [sic] clay or any
composition or material or materials fit for the purposes the plate of metal stone marble or any composition or
material or
materials it is intended to spread the glass upon is put into the spreading kiln or any other place
that can be heated sufficiently for the purpose
of spreading the glass. The glass is then put upon
the moveable plate of metal, slab of stone or marble or whatever thing it may be intended to spread the glass on
and accordingly spread or flattened as in the usual method. After the piece of glass is spread or flattened the plate
of metal slab of stone or marble or whatever other thing the glass may have been spread upon
together with the glass upon it are removed
either into a cooler part of the spreading kiln or into an
annealing kiln or into the open air or into some place that is cooler than the kiln or place
in which the
glass may have been spread where they should remain until the glass be sufficiently cooled to permit the workmen
to take it off to
pile it. The operation is then compleated [sic] and the glass may be taken off the metal
plate slab of stone or marble or whatever other thing it
may have been spread upon and piled in the
annealing kiln in the usual manner - NB The metal plate or whatever the glass is
spread upon should
have handles fixt [sic] to it, or something that a hook can lay hold of;and to make it come out of the spreading kyln
[sic] more
easy it should be placed upon rollers or castors by which means it can easily be pulled
out of the spreading kyln by a Man having two
hooks fixt into two long handles after which and as soon as
the glass is cool enough it may be taken off the plate (or whatever the glass was spread
upon) carried to the
annealing kiln and piled: this is the method I use, but I am aware there may be many other methods
contrived for taking the plate (or whatever the glass was spread upon) out of the spreading kyln which
will be obvious to every
workman and therefore unnecessary to mention, as the novelty and utility of
my invention consists in applying a moveable
or portable spreading plate or slab of stone &c &c &c &c
instead of the usual method In witness whereof I the said John Robert
Lucas set my hand and seal this
twentieth day of May in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred & five
At Edinburgh the Twenty seventh day of May one thousand eight Hundred &
five years the above written specification is inrolled in the Records of his
Majesty’s Chancery In terms of the proviso mentioned the principal Letters
patent in favours of the above designed John Robert Lucas by me Thomas
Miller Subse. of James Dundas Depe of the Honle. James St. Clair Erskine
Director of said Chancery [signed] Thomas Miller

[Gaps in the text represent line endings.]
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APPENDIX 4 –‘Scotch Horn Centre’version of the 1870 Plan
This was seen late in the process. It appears to be a photographic reduction, and shows the
internal arrangements in some of the buildings and some slight differences in detail. Those
differences that have been noted are omissions from the BRO version. As this copy appears to
be more ‘formal’and includes the building and area schedules on it, it is taken as the original
from which the BRO copy and schedule have been copied.
As a [rectified] photograph of a photograph, the scale cannot be guaranteed, and in any case,
most of the script is too small to read. Included here for completeness, it is not considered that
it makes any material difference to the conclusions reached in any part of this study.

Figure 1.20: Another version of the 1870 plan
Courtesy of the Scotch Horn Centre, Nailsea, and NSM
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